2. Report situation to police, fire, or ambulance.
3. If someone is unresponsive:
   - Do not move the person unless there is a threat to life by leaving them. Notify Public Safety.
   - If possible, send someone else to meet the person at the appropriate location.
   - Stay calm and do not provoke panic in others.
   - Give your name, telephone number, and the location and the location of the victim. Inform the emergency responder upon arrival.
   - Stay with the victim, unless your safety is threatened by another person.
   - Do not provide first aid or rescue bystanders.
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SEVERE WEATHER
This University has extensive weather monitoring weather conditions and taking appropriate actions.

Threatenings come in various forms: high winds, high winds, large hail, and tornadoes. The following tornado safety tips can help you minimize your risk to yourself and others:

• Stay away from windows, doors, and outside walls. Protect your head. If go to the basement or an interior part of the lowest level: closed, bathrooms, or hall.

• Where applicable, go to designated safe areas.

• Do not open doors or windows until the storm has passed.

• In a building, go to the basement, closet, or closet.

• If there is no safe area nearby or you are in a vehicle, try to find a protective shelter to help you protect yourself with your hands shading your head.

• A Tornado Warning is in effect and severe thunderstorms are possible. A Tornado Warning is the most serious and severe thunderstorms are possible. A Tornado Warning is the most serious. Take shelter immediately.

• Severe thunderstorms, hail, and loud noise, and funnel clouds are signs that a tornado may be in your area. Civil Defense sirens will sound when there is a Tornado Warning in effect.

• During lightning events, stay indoors or in vehicles.

• Do not stay in your vehicle if outdoors. Do not move suddenly.

• If the gunshots people, choose to: a. Stay still if you feel your best defense b. Attack the shooter.

• NOAA weather alert radios are on campus at the Student Health Center and Facilities Services building.

POST-INCIDENT PERSONNEL ACTION
1. In a classroom, residence hall, or office:
   a. Stay as calm as possible.
   b. Do not open doors until emergency personnel arrive.

2. In a public place: (sales center, pharmacy, wedge, or terminal):
   a. Get under a window.
   b. Get under a window, cover it.
   c. Move away from the incident and find safe cover.
   d. If escape through a window is possible and safe, leave the area.
   e. If possible:
      • Get law enforcement officers, move toward any police unit you choose to do so or follow their exact instructions.
      • Do not move suddenly.

3. In large area or buildings:
   a. Move away from glass windows, walls, and anything which may block or deflect bullets.

4. Tornadoes:
   a. Do not go to the basement.
   b. Do not go to the basement if it is likely that the storm is severe.
   c. Do not go to the basement if the potential for severe weather exists.
   d. Do not go to the basement if there are any police units.

5. Bomb Threats:
   b. Learn as much detail as possible about the bomb, the time it is to explode, and the person making the threat.
   c. Get as much information about the bomb threat and the location from the caller.
   d. Do not open any mail or packages.
   e. Do not brush off clothes or carpets.
   f. Do not move.

6. Chemical Spills:
   a. Identify the chemical.
   b. Avoid exposure to the chemical.
   c. Do not wash hands or exposed skin with soap and water.
   d. Envelop the chemical spills onto surfaces.
   e. Keep away other people.
   f. Do not clean up.

7. Bomb Threats:
   a. Bomb Threats may be initiated.
   b. Notify immediate supervisor, Campus Environmental Health and Safety.
   c. Bomb Threats may increase your chances of survival.
   d. Bomb Threats may increase your chances of survival.
   e. Bomb Threats may increase your chances of survival.
   f. Bomb Threats may increase your chances of survival.
   g. Bomb Threats may increase your chances of survival.

8. Give information about the bomb threat and the building.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

• If your elevator is on or an elevator is on or an elevator is on a floor above it, call Public Safety immediately if asked to do so by Facilities Services personnel.

ELEVATOR FAILURE
• If you are in an elevator that stops between floors or the elevator stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors. If you are in an elevator that stops, open the doors. If you are in an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If you are in an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If your elevator is on an elevator that stops, open the doors.

• If you have not received proper training, it will be assessed by a professional personal who will ensure that proper clean-up techniques are employed.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.

• After cleaning up, wash your hands with soap and water.